
 

 

IGI Debuts Designer Appraisal Report 

Institute launches first-of-its-kind report in collaboration with Lindsey Scoggins Studio 

 

New York (September 7, 2021) — The International Gemological Institute (IGI), the world’s 

largest independent gemological laboratory, working in tandem with Lindsey Scoggins Studio, 

now offers a Designer Jewelry Appraisal Report, which provides clientele assurance of the value 

of their fine jewelry. With more insurance companies requiring third-party appraisals for pieces 

of higher value, it is an important time for designers to have the capability to provide these 

independent reports. 

 

As the first designer in the industry to provide such an appraisal, Lindsey Scoggins Studio 

wanted to ensure clients could easily insure their jewelry. Another catalyst for the collaboration 

was Lindsey’s desire to have all of her completed designs screened for lab grown diamonds to 

confirm the pieces were wholly natural. As a large number of lab grown diamonds are grown by 

natural diamond companies, she wanted to make certain that none were inadvertently set in 

her jewelry.  

 

“We partnered with IGI because the Institute provides comprehensive appraisals of finished 

jewelry at scale, it has the proper equipment and knowledge to screen for lab grown diamonds, 

and provides a consistently high standard of grading and evaluation,” said designer Lindsey 

Scoggins. “As every customer should have confidence in what they are buying, our Studio will 

now provide an IGI Designer Appraisal Report with every signature LSS engagement ring at no 

cost.” 

 

The Institute screens millions of carats of small diamonds, separating natural from lab grown on 

behalf of industry leading brands. As natural miners and producers continue to launch their 

own lab grown factories, IGI’s screening is even more critical to prevent inadvertent crossover 

and use in finished jewelry.  

 

“While experienced gemologists may detect some lab grown indicators at low colors and 

clarities, the Institute’s sophisticated laboratory equipment will effectively confirm whether any 

diamond is lab grown or natural,” explained IGI North American President Avi Levy. “As the 

world leader in gemological grading, when ‘natural’ or ‘lab grown’ is printed on the official IGI 

Designer Appraisal Report, consumers can be absolutely confident in their purchases.” 

 

 

 

 

https://lindseyscoggins.com/


 

 

Lindsey Scoggins Studio and the Institute understand the importance of supporting all sides of 

the purchasing process. By holding the supply chain accountable and emphasizing instilled trust 

with clients, the sector as a whole benefits when independent designer appraisal reports are 

provided with every sale.  

 

To learn more about IGI and its offerings, please visit www.igi.org and gemblog.igi.org.  

 

About IGI 

The International Gemological Institute (IGI) has 20 laboratories in all major diamond and 

jewelry centers around the world, as well as 14 education facilities. For 45 years, IGI has 

provided the fine jewelry community and consumers with a broad range of services including 

independent diamond grading reports, colored stone reports, identification and appraisal 

reports, diamond authentication and attestation of origin, laser inscription services, as well as 

the issuing of the traditional jewelry identification report. Regardless of location or 

marketplace, an authentic IGI Laboratory Report is the common language of trust and 

confidence in the gemological world. 
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